
White Paper of NeeTokenTwo $NTT

NeeTokenTwo ($NTT) is a new token on the Polygon network prepared for migrated to the new blockchain

as NativeBlockchain's $NEET, whose first block was in 2017, completes “100% mining” in June 2023. And

will eventually end up mining 2.1 billion $NEET, thus, 2.1 billion $NTT has been prepared. That is, assets are

replaced 1:1 tokens.

The project has been a long-lived project in Japan both as a community and as a digital asset since 2017,

by its very nature, it is a public project and a public blockchain, with community managers and project

leaders, but no admins who endorse absolute total ownership. The position will be described in detail in a

later section.

So it is impossible to discuss the project without a description of the traditional process. The white paper will

define the new NTT with a soft-touch overview of past $NEETs and results.

November 2022 Draft

January-April 2023 Community Agenda

June 2023 First Public
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1.The origins of the project and the project leader position;

In the fall of 2017, the administrator of the Airdrop Announcement Twitter account, with thousands of

followers, announces via Twitter and the Bitcoin Talk forum that he is creating a new coin project. His name

is Mr. Komaba. then forms several executives members for project and makes communities on Discord. By

the end of 2017, the coin was born and the NEETCOIN project was launched, and current NTT's project

leader was an advisory member who was present at the project launch.

The project grows, and all of the initial cadre of members leave the project and disappear 2018. The

operation of project becomes community-centered. Approximately 2500 community members (based on

Discord accounts)

A new community will be led by a role-only administrator who does not have full authority, which is

necessary for operations such as web management, Discord management, bot management, etc,,,

The NeeTokenTwo TGEs and definitions for 2022Q4 were also discussed within the Discord community and

generated in clear terms and result by the interim administrator.

The Admin in this project is the leader in that role, not the absolute Admin of the project.

This is like the relationship between the chairperson of a meeting and the participating members.

2.About the Chairperson of the Community Meeting;

Many do not claim rights, to be fair, and therefore do not disclose much of their background. However, a

longtime contributor and helper since 2018 is Mr.魚喃(Nananan).

Mr.Nananan is a systems engineer and network engineer involved in blockchain since 2016. And radio

operator. He is also the head of a NP Organization.

3.Project Objectives, Significance of Tokens;

The initial goal of the project was to provide a basic income for the unemployed. This was aimed at a social

cycle, with social contributions by supporters and the unemployed who benefited from them.

　But the difficulty of economic indicators, the complexity of the premise with no absolute leader, and

especially the problem was that those who did not try to understand the true intentions, were simply lazy and

unfairly taken advantage of by the acquirer.
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　In other words, the theory of goodness of character cannot be applied to malicious intent to gain

unfair advantage.

So, in 2019, the cryptoeconomy was screened and converted to fairness, if support for the unemployed, and

a wake-up call to society. Problems with some of the initial cadres were also noted and been normalized by

the community.

As a result, the NPO Rechain Support was certified and established by the Tokyo Metropolitan

Government. (NPO in Japan like NGO entity) So, Crypto is used as this sub-economy, making it possible to

contribute to the truly unemployed.

*Tokyo Metropolitan Government Certification in Japan ; Excerpt

Also, the cryptocommunity organization is under the jurisdiction of an Estonian non-profit organization.

So, economic assets, taxation, etc. by social contribution organizations will be based on Japanese law and

will be Estonian in community discussions. The tax documents are also available on the website of the NPO

Rechain Support every year. Tax documents are truly correct documents based on the legal affairs of

the country.
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4.About NeeTokenTwo $NTT ;

Symbol ticker NTT

Chain base Polygon

Contract address 0x4F274A7da3F8A6019C00A32E929D5F2886f1ac1F 〔PS〕

Supply 2,100M （21億NTT）

TGE Date 2022-10-20 by EIP-1559

(Detail on official webpage.)

5.Migrate NEET to NTT;

Received May-June 2023, processed June-July 2023.

The notice period for acceptance is a month and a half in advance, but notice is given around early

November 2022, so the overall period is about 9 months.

Notification announcement media: Web, Twitter, Discord

8th Jun 2023, The mined to reach 2,000,149,844 Neet then started the migrate process.

5-1. Allocate of supply to NEET holder by Migrate

This is the amount of traditional NEET users converted to NTT via Migrate/swap method.

Unexchanged NEET are considered provisional forfeitures on the project. (Detail 5-2.)
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5-2. Development allocation

This is the portion that will be left to those who are currently cooperating in the technical

cooperation.

5-3. About Insurance

This Insurance is a reserve for remedial action for those who have missed the Migrate period.

Although we have publicly stated that we do not provide relief in practice, it may be an exception

depending on various circumstances, such as circumstances.

So, this has been set aside to be in line with the humanitarian idea.

However, the maximum guarantee limit is 50% of the maximum value of the stocked insurance for

any one person's supposed account one only.

Also, At the end of the year 2023, all remaining amount will be divided to 5-4 or 5-5 and the

insurance will be eliminated.

5-4. The fund for Liquidity
Rewards, or contributions, for providing liquidity to Swap services and others for their work

5-5. Lottery and Airdrop coupon

For actual events and raffles Lottery.

5-6. Rewards

Assignments for various actions.

5-7.Airdrops

The remaining numbers, etc., are unconditional redistribution of wealth.
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5-8. Recap

Already users deposit manage amount is 91%.

And Admin retain temporarily (ex: Development, Liquidity…) is 4%

Also Re-distribution is 5%

Total 100% is 2100M NTT.

8. NFT minting for Holders

We mint a NFT for communities NTT Holders.

That NFT has feature with Chip or Airdrop, etc.
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This screen is use case in
Opensea.io.

First try at 2023-06-29 start in
Community.

Through this initiative, MATIC and NTT expect to circulate value between MATIC and NTT.

In the starting month, some amount of that circulation has already taken place.

7.Related Information;

Web: https://neetcoin.jp/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/neetcoin_jp

Discord: https://discord.gg/wWG4AzV

Medium: https://medium.com/neetcoin

* Will continue at NTT with no change in tag in consideration of subscribers.

NPO entity : https://nporcs.com/

NPO Rechain support Sendagaya Shibuya Tokyo

Tokyo govs certification , Cert number: TOKYO 30-2142
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